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Name: Summary Excel Files 

Tested Excel Version: Microsoft Excel 2013, 32bit version 

Description 

Some standard sub-summary sheets have been created to work with the Item_Master_addin and the 
ProjectInfo Tab found in the GENSUM_VBA_AASHTOWare.xlsm excel file. These summary sheets can be 
modified for specific office needs.  
 
The main purpose of this documentation is to explain how to use the summary sheets and how to 
customize and create your own summary sheets. 

Linking 

All the summary files link to the Item_master_addin. If the addin is not installed the link will have to be 
updated in the summary file to insure the formulas are displaying up to date data. The linking happens 
through two named ranges, listed below, 

ITEM, which refers to =[Item_Master_addin.xlam]QryItemAddIn!$A:$A  
QryItemNamed, which refers to =[Item_Master_addin.xlam]QryItemAddin!$A:$G 

These Named ranges are used in formulas to display various item data for a given item. The formulas are 
explained in the following sections. Linking to the Item_Master_Addin was the chosen workflow so that 
every summary file did not need a copy of the item master in the file. This would have made it easy for a 
user to have multiple files all with different versions of the item master, which could cause inaccurate 
data and more confusion. 

Files 

There are currently 9 standard excel summary files. From these 9 files there are 5 different types. The 
ProjectInfo tab on the GenSum file can only handle these 5 types of files. Each type is be explained 
below. 

Type 1 
These summary sheet are the most common format. There are 4 Standard Excel Summary files that are 
type 1, SubSummary_Full.xlsx, SubSummary_Full_Pavement.xlsm, SubSummary_Half.xlsx, and 
SubSummary_Half_Pavement.xlsx. The two files with Full in the name are sized to fit on a the whole 
ODOT sheet border, while the two files with Half in the name are sized to fit in the bottom half of a 
ODOT sheet border. The two files with pavement in the name have some calculations columns set up 
already. All 4 files are set up the same way. For the coding to work with the ProjectInfo sheet cell A1 
must have the summary type listed. For type one you can see in the image below a 1 is entered. For data 
to be extracted and used to fill out the general summary tab then the required info would include, Item 
Number, Additional Description, quantity, Page #, and Split #. The coding needs a way to find this data. 
The red circles in the image below show the required text so that the data from this sheet can be 
extracted and used to fill out the general summary tab. 
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The Page # is extracted by the code searching column B for a cell that contains the text Page #. The code 
will then grab what is entered in the cell directly below this found cell as the page number. This cell 
cannot be merged with any other cells. The split # is extracted in a similar manner. Again the code will 
search column B but this time for a cell that contains the text Split #. As shown in the image above Split 
# can be merged with more than one row but must only be in column B. The code then needs to find the 
Item number and Additional Description. The code will now search for a cell with the text ITEM_CODE. 
The item numbers should be listed in the same row as this cell in the columns to the right. Then it will 
search for a cell that contains the text ADDITIONAL_DESCRIPTION. An items additional description 
should be listed in the same row as this cell in the column the desired item number was listed. Lastly the 
code needs to find the Total row, this is done by searching column B for the cell that contains the text 
Total. This Total cell should be the in the same row that the totals carried to general summary are listed. 
If the code does not find all of these cells then the data cannot be extracted. The item data is extracted 
into two lists. One list for page total quantities and another for split quantities. This is so that the 
general summary can have the page total and Split total columns filled out. The item data is extracted in 
the following way. 
The code will use the row the Item_Code cell that was found on and find the last column to the right 
that contains data in that Item_Code row. Then the code will loop through every column from the 
Item_Code cell to the found last used column. The Item number, additional description, page number, 
and Page total quantity for each column is stored in one list, while the other list is stored with the item 
number, additional description, split number and quantity for each row between the Split # cell and the 
Total cell. For type 1 sheets this process will be repeated for any sheets found under the first one. One 
blank row is needed between summaries. 
For this summary type rows and columns can be added or deleted. 
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The formula to display the items description is as follows, where N10 is the location of the cell that 
contains the Item Number (441E50100) and N11 is the location of the cell that contains the additional 
description (, T=1.5”). The additional description is displayed at the end of the item description.  
=IF(OR(TRIM(N10)=0,TRIM(N10)=""),IF(N11="","",N11),IF(IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(QryItemNamed,MATCH(
TRIM(N10),ITEM,0),2)),"")="Y",RIGHT(IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(QryItemNamed,MATCH(TRIM(N10),ITEM,0),
4)),"123456789012"),LEN(IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(QryItemNamed,MATCH(TRIM(N10),ITEM,0),4)),"123456
789012"))-10)&N11,IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(QryItemNamed,MATCH(TRIM(N10),ITEM,0),4))&N11,"ITEM 
CODE DOES NOT EXIST IN ITEM MASTER"))) 
The formula to display the items unit is as follows, where N10 is the location of the cell that contains the 
Item Number (441E50100). 
=IF(OR(TRIM(N10)=0,TRIM(N10)=""),"",IF(IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(QryItemNamed,MATCH(TRIM(N10),ITE
M,0),3)),"")="LS","",IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(QryItemNamed,MATCH(TRIM(N10),ITEM,0),3)),""))) 
Lump Sum items will not display the unit. These three formulas can be dragged across the other like 
cells. 

Type 2 
This type is used by District 4. It is used as a Pavement Marking sub-summary. Using this sheet is not 
required, it is offered as a template that will work with the ProjectInfo worksheet on the GenSum excel 
file. This is the only summary type that does not have formulas to display the items description. So 
caution should be taken when using this file that the correct item numbers are listed. The pavement 
marking sub-summary consists of 4 main sections, Edge line, Lane line, Center line, and Auxiliary. The 
image below shows the left side of the first three sections. The image below also shows red circles for 
the required cells that the code needs in order to extract item data. Notice similarly as in Type 1, cell A1 
has the number 2 listed to indicate this is a type 2 summary. This 2 is needed so that code knows what 
type of summary the file is. Column B must also contain a cell with the text Page #. The code will find 
this cell and take the value in the cell directly below it and use it as the page number. The edge line, lane 
line, and center line sections are all set up the same way. The three sections start with a cell in column B 
with the text Item_Code. The code will search column B for this text and take the value in the cell 
directly below it as the item number. The code will then search for a cell in column B for the text Split #. 
The next thing the code looks for is a cell in column B with the text Total. This cell is used to find the row 
where page total quantities will be extracted from and the end of a given section. So the rows between 
the Split # cell and the Total cell will contain quantities associated with a given split # and roadway 
section.   

There are formulas to fill out the three cells the red arrows 
are pointing to in the image to the left. The top most cell will 
place the 3-digit item code for item number listed in the 
ITEM_CODE row. The image to the left shows the item 
number as 441E50100. The formula is listed below, where 
the cell N10 is the location of the cell that contains 
441E50100. 
=IF(OR(TRIM(N10)=0,TRIM(N10)=""),"",IF(IFERROR(TRIM(IND
EX(QryItemNamed,MATCH(TRIM(N10),ITEM,0),2)),"")="Y","S
PECIAL",LEFT(IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(ITEM,MATCH(TRIM(N10)
,ITEM,0))),""),3))) 
If the item is a special item then SPECIAL will be displayed 
instead of the 3-digit item code. 
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The 4th section of this sheet is imaged below, along with red circles indicating the required cells that 
code uses to extract data. The cell containing the text Split # must be in column B, it can be merged 
across multiple rows. The Cell containing the text Total must be in column B. the cell containing the text 
ITEM_CODE should in 1 row below the row that contains the total cell and should be one column before 
the start of columns that contain items numbers.  

 
The data is extracted an a similar manor that was described for Type 1 summaries. For section 1 the 
Page #, Item_Code, and quantity total (total from Column P + total from Column S) are added to the 
page total quantity list. Then all the rows between the Split # cell and Total cell are added to the split 
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quantity list with the Item_Code, split number and split quantity (total from column P + total from 
column S for given row). This process is then repeated for sections 2 and 3 expect the quantities are 
taken only from column P. The forth section finds the last column with data in it in the ITEM_CODE row. 
It then cycles through those columns containing Item codes and adds the item code, page number, and 
total quantity to the page total quantities list. It then repeats this process for the split quantities list but 
adding the item code, split number and split quantity for each row between the split # cell and total cell. 
This process will be repeated for any sheets found under the first one. One blank row is needed 
between summaries. 
 
The item codes can be updated via vba that in this file. The red circle in the image below shows the 

material type. When this number is changed all the item codes 
listed for that specific sheet will update to that match that 
material type. Material types include, 642, 643, 644, 645 and 
646. If a different material type is entered then a message box 
will appear saying that material type was not found and the 
item numbers could not be updated for that sheet. There is 
also a red checkbox called concrete. When this is checked the 
material type for that specific sheet will update to 646.   

For this summary type rows can be added or deleted but columns cannot. 
 

Type 3 
This type has two subtypes. Type 3S and Type 3M. 

      Type 3S 
 This type is for a structure summary for only one structure. The image below shows red circles 
indicating the required cells. Cell A1 must contain the summary type. The Image below shows cell A1 
contains a 3 for type 3. For type 3 summaries cell A2 must contain either a S for single structure type or 
M for multi-structures type. Column N must contain a cell with the text Page #, Bridge Name, SFN, Split 
Name, and ITEM_CODE. These cells will be used during data extraction. A cell with the text 
ADDITIONAL_DESCRIPTION must be in column P at the same row the ITEM_CODE cell is located. 
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Data extraction for structure sheets and wall sheets is different from all other summaries. Since 
structures and walls need their own heading for each structure or wall the data is stored separately. For 
Type 3S the code finds the last row with data entered in the Column N. The code then stores the Page #, 
Bridge Name, SFN, Split Name, Item number, additional description and Total (from column D) for each 
row between the ITEM_CODE row to the last row with data in it. The code formats this data to be added 
into the Data sheet later on. 
Notice in the image above in row 17 Columns A-F contain the text Do not enter data in these columns. 
These column have formulas to display the data enter in columns G-P. The formulas are listed below for 
each column in row 25. 
ITEM column: 
=IF(OR(TRIM(N25)=0,TRIM(N25)=""),"",IF(IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(QryItemNamed,MATCH(TRIM(N25),ITE
M,0),2)),"")="Y","SPECIAL",LEFT(IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(ITEM,MATCH(TRIM(N25),ITEM,0))),""),3)))  
EXTENSION column: 
=IF(OR(TRIM(N25)=0,TRIM(N25)=""),"",IF(IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(QryItemNamed,MATCH(TRIM(N25),ITE
M,0),2)),"")="Y",LEFT(IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(ITEM,MATCH(TRIM(N25),ITEM,0))),""),3)&RIGHT(IFERROR(T
RIM(INDEX(ITEM,MATCH(TRIM(N25),ITEM,0))),""),5),RIGHT(IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(ITEM,MATCH(TRIM(N
25),ITEM,0))),""),5))) 
TOTAL column: 
=IF(OR(TRIM(N25)=0,TRIM(N25)=""),"",IF(IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(QryItemNamed,MATCH(TRIM(N25),ITE
M,0),3)),"")="LS","LS",IF((SUM(G25:J25)+O25)=0,"",SUM(G25:J25)+O25))) 
UNIT column: 
=IF(OR(TRIM(N25)=0,TRIM(N25)=""),"",IF(IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(QryItemNamed,MATCH(TRIM(N25),ITE
M,0),3)),"")="LS","",IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(QryItemNamed,MATCH(TRIM(N25),ITEM,0),3)),""))) 
DESCRIPTION column: 
=IF(OR(TRIM(N25)=0,TRIM(N25)=""),IF(P25="","",P25),IF(IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(QryItemNamed,MATCH(
TRIM(N25),ITEM,0),2)),"")="Y",RIGHT(IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(QryItemNamed,MATCH(TRIM(N25),ITEM,0),
4)),"123456789012"),LEN(IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(QryItemNamed,MATCH(TRIM(N25),ITEM,0),4)),"123456
789012"))-10)&P25,IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(QryItemNamed,MATCH(TRIM(N25),ITEM,0),4))&P25,"ITEM 
CODE DOES NOT EXIST IN ITEM MASTER"))) 
SUPPLEMENTAL INFO column: 
=IF(OR(TRIM(N25)=0,TRIM(N25)=""),"",IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(QryItemNamed,MATCH(TRIM(N25),ITEM,0
),6)),"")) 
And lastly when the split name is entered in cell O21 that text is placed in the ESTIMTED QUANTITIES 
header line. 
Rows can be inserted or deleted but column cannot. 

      Type 3M 
 This type is for a structure summary for multiple structures. The image below shows red circles 
indicating the required cells. Cell A1 must contain the summary type. The Image below shows cell A1 
contains a 3. For type 3 summaries cell A2 must contain either an S for single structure type or M for 
multi-structures type. Column B must contain a cell with the text Page and ITEM_CODE. Column C must 
contain a cell with the text ADDITIONAL_DESCRIPTION. The Bridge Name, SFN, and Split Name cells are 
used in data extraction and to fil out the sheet.  
Data extraction for structure sheets and wall sheets is different from all other summaries. Since 
structures and walls need their own heading for each structure or wall the data is stored separately. For 
Type 3M the code finds the last row with data entered in the Column B. The code then stores the Page 
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#, Bridge Name, SFN, Split Name, Item number, additional description and quantity for each row 
between the ITEM_CODE row to the last row with data in it for each structure column. The code formats 
this data to be added into the Data sheet later on. 

Notice in row 17 column O-W for the text, Do not enter data in these columns. These columns have 
formulas set up to fill out as columns A-N are filled out. The formulas for each column as listed below for 
column 37. 
ITEM column: 
=IF(OR(TRIM(B37)=0,TRIM(B37)=""),"",IF(IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(QryItemNamed,MATCH(TRIM(B37),ITEM
,0),2)),"")="Y","SPECIAL",LEFT(IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(ITEM,MATCH(TRIM(B37),ITEM,0))),""),3))) 
EXTENSION column: 
=IF(OR(TRIM(B37)=0,TRIM(B37)=""),"",IF(IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(QryItemNamed,MATCH(TRIM(B37),ITEM
,0),2)),"")="Y",LEFT(IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(ITEM,MATCH(TRIM(B37),ITEM,0))),""),3)&RIGHT(IFERROR(TRI
M(INDEX(ITEM,MATCH(TRIM(B37),ITEM,0))),""),5),RIGHT(IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(ITEM,MATCH(TRIM(B37)
,ITEM,0))),""),5))) 
UNIT column: 
=IF(OR(TRIM(B37)=0,TRIM(B37)=""),"",IF(IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(QryItemNamed,MATCH(TRIM(B37),ITEM
,0),3)),"")="LS","",IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(QryItemNamed,MATCH(TRIM(B37),ITEM,0),3)),""))) 
DESCRIPTION column: 
=IF(OR(TRIM(B37)=0,TRIM(B37)=""),IF(C37="","",C37),IF(IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(QryItemNamed,MATCH(T
RIM(B37),ITEM,0),2)),"")="Y",RIGHT(IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(QryItemNamed,MATCH(TRIM(B37),ITEM,0),4)
),"123456789012"),LEN(IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(QryItemNamed,MATCH(TRIM(B37),ITEM,0),4)),"12345678
9012"))-10)&C37,IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(QryItemNamed,MATCH(TRIM(B37),ITEM,0),4))&C37,"ITEM 
CODE DOES NOT EXIST IN ITEM MASTER"))) 
SEE SHEET column: =IF(D37="","",D37) 
SUPPLEMENTAL INFO column: 
=IF(OR(TRIM(B37)=0,TRIM(B37)=""),"",IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(QryItemNamed,MATCH(TRIM(B37),ITEM,0)
,6)),"")) 
Rows and be added or deleted and columns can be inserted or deleted only between columns G and N. 
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Type 4 
This summary sheet is set up having the item numbers going down rather than the normal across. The 
image below shows red circles indicating the required cells. 

Cell A1 must have a summary type listed. The image below shows a 4 for type 4 summary sheet. The 
code needs the Page #, Split #, ITEM_CODE, ADDITIONAL_DESCRITION, and Qty cells with that specific 
text in order to extract data. Data is extracted to two lists. One list for page quantities and one for split 
quantities. For this  type these two lists are identical. The lists will contain the page number or split 
number with the item number, additional description and total for each row starting from under the 
ITEM_CODE row to the last row with data in it in column C. 
Notice in row 16, columns G –P contain the text Do not enter data in these columns. This is because 
these columns have formulas that are filled out as coluns A-F are filled out. The formulas are listed 
before for each column for row 24. 
ITEM column: 
=IF(OR(TRIM(C24)=0,TRIM(C24)=""),"",IF(IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(QryItemNamed,MATCH(TRIM(C24),ITEM,
0),2)),"")="Y","SPECIAL",LEFT(IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(ITEM,MATCH(TRIM(C24),ITEM,0))),""),3))) 
EXTENSION column: 
=IF(OR(TRIM(C24)=0,TRIM(C24)=""),"",IF(IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(QryItemNamed,MATCH(TRIM(C24),ITEM,
0),2)),"")="Y",LEFT(IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(ITEM,MATCH(TRIM(C24),ITEM,0))),""),3)&RIGHT(IFERROR(TRI
M(INDEX(ITEM,MATCH(TRIM(C24),ITEM,0))),""),5),RIGHT(IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(ITEM,MATCH(TRIM(C24)
,ITEM,0))),""),5))) 
TOTAL column: 
=IF(OR(TRIM(C24)=0,TRIM(C24)=""),"",IF(IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(QryItemNamed,MATCH(TRIM(C24),ITEM,
0),3)),"")="LS","LS",IF((E24)=0,"",E24))) 
UNIT column: 
=IF(OR(TRIM(C24)=0,TRIM(C24)=""),"",IF(IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(QryItemNamed,MATCH(TRIM(C24),ITEM,
0),3)),"")="LS","",IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(QryItemNamed,MATCH(TRIM(C24),ITEM,0),3)),""))) 
Description column: 
=IF(OR(TRIM(C24)=0,TRIM(C24)=""),IF(D24="","",D24),IF(IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(QryItemNamed,MATCH(T
RIM(C24),ITEM,0),2)),"")="Y",RIGHT(IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(QryItemNamed,MATCH(TRIM(C24),ITEM,0),4)
),"123456789012"),LEN(IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(QryItemNamed,MATCH(TRIM(C24),ITEM,0),4)),"12345678
9012"))-10)&D24,IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(QryItemNamed,MATCH(TRIM(C24),ITEM,0),4))&D24,"ITEM 
CODE DOES NOT EXIST IN ITEM MASTER"))) 
SEE SHEET column: =IF(F24="","",F24) 
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFO column:  
=IF(OR(TRIM(C24)=0,TRIM(C24)=""),"",IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(QryItemNamed,MATCH(TRIM(C24),ITEM,0)
,6)),"")) 
Rows can be inserted or deleted for columns cannot. 

Type 5 
The summary type is for Retaining walls. Like structures, each retaining wall is required to have its own 
heading on the general summary sheet. For this reason this data is stored separately and requires its 
own summary type. Each wall requires a separate summary file. The image below shows red circles 

indicating the required cells. 
 Cell A1 must contain a summary type. Cells containing the text Page #, Wall Name, and ITEM_CODE 
must be found in column B. A cell with the Text ADDITIONAL_DESCRIPTION must be found in the column 
next to the ITEM_CODE column. The cell containing the Item ITEM is used to find the last participation 
column. By default there are two columns for participation (or split names) if more are needed they can 
be inserted. The code will find the last participation column as the column that’s to the left of the ITEM 
cell. The TOTAL cell is needed to get total quantities for each item.  
As mentioned with the Structure sheets the data in wall sheets is extracted separately from the other 
summary types. The data is extracted by making a list of all item numbers starting from the row directly 
under the ITEM_CODE cell down to the last row with data in it in column B. this list contains the page #, 
wall name, item number, additional description, total quantity and each participation quantity. The data 
is then formatted to be inserted into the data sheet at a later time. 
 In row 17, columns H – P says Do not enter data in these columns. This is because formulas are set up in 
these columns to be filled out as columns A-D are filled out. The formulas are listed below for each 
column for row 25. 
ITEM column: 
=IF(OR(TRIM(B25)=0,TRIM(B25)=""),"",IF(IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(QryItemNamed,MATCH(TRIM(B25),ITEM
,0),2)),"")="Y","SPECIAL",LEFT(IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(ITEM,MATCH(TRIM(B25),ITEM,0))),""),3))) 
EXTENSION column:  
=IF(OR(TRIM(B25)=0,TRIM(B25)=""),"",IF(IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(QryItemNamed,MATCH(TRIM(B25),ITEM
,0),2)),"")="Y",LEFT(IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(ITEM,MATCH(TRIM(B25),ITEM,0))),""),3)&RIGHT(IFERROR(TRI
M(INDEX(ITEM,MATCH(TRIM(B25),ITEM,0))),""),5),RIGHT(IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(ITEM,MATCH(TRIM(B25)
,ITEM,0))),""),5))) 
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TOTAL column: =IF(SUM(F25:G25)=0,"",SUM(F25:G25)) 
UNIT column:  
=IF(OR(TRIM(B25)=0,TRIM(B25)=""),"",IF(IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(QryItemNamed,MATCH(TRIM(B25),ITEM
,0),3)),"")="LS","",IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(QryItemNamed,MATCH(TRIM(B25),ITEM,0),3)),""))) 
DESCRIPTION column: 
=IF(OR(TRIM(B25)=0,TRIM(B25)=""),IF(C25="","",C25),IF(IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(QryItemNamed,MATCH(T
RIM(B25),ITEM,0),2)),"")="Y",RIGHT(IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(QryItemNamed,MATCH(TRIM(B25),ITEM,0),4)
),"123456789012"),LEN(IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(QryItemNamed,MATCH(TRIM(B25),ITEM,0),4)),"12345678
9012"))-10)&C25,IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(QryItemNamed,MATCH(TRIM(B25),ITEM,0),4))&C25,"ITEM 
CODE DOES NOT EXIST IN ITEM MASTER"))) 
SEE SHEET column: =IF(D25="","",D25) 
SUPPLEMENTAL INFO column: 
=IF(OR(TRIM(B25)=0,TRIM(B25)=""),"",IFERROR(TRIM(INDEX(QryItemNamed,MATCH(TRIM(B25),ITEM,0)
,6)),"")) 
Rows can be inserted or deleted but only Participation columns can be inserted or deleted. 

Contacts 

If you have any questions, suggestions, or problem with this application please contact the ODOT Office 
of CADD and Mapping Services by use of the following form on the ODOT website:  
 
http://www.dot.state.oh.us/Divisions/Engineering/CaddMapping/CADD/Pages/Suggestions.aspx 
 

http://www.dot.state.oh.us/Divisions/Engineering/CaddMapping/CADD/Pages/Suggestions.aspx
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